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makeshift stockroom and showroom
to show off .her toys to
potential customers.
"Harry and Siena and their friends

have become my official toy testers. They
seem to know exactly what sells."
The result is a fast-growing business

where wooden toys, marble runs,
jigsaws and trading cards are the biggest
sellers.
"I've just invested in a new website

which will expand the business even
further," says Emma.
"I've also had to become a social

networking expert overnight. Facebook
is really important for keeping in touch
with clients. There's so much to learn but
I've found that if you invest the time and
ask people for their advice, you'll get
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couldn't believe it when he said yes to
a £4,000 loan."
Meanwhile she started to buy stock

and then set up a sales table at the NCT
group to gauge what would sell well.
"I began to realise that having an

actual shop would be way too expensive
in overheads. I thought it made much
more sense to start with small table
sales, local fairs, parties and an
internet site."
Emma knew instinctively that it was

crucial to get the right name for her new
company and she paid a marketing
expert to help her come up with
a brand .
"Before long we hit upon Rhubarb Toys

and on November 4 last year, just before
th~ Chri~t~~s ru~~, I started ~rading."
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electronic toys. ''After all that time trying
to come up with the right idea, there
I was with the perfect business -
something I loved and felt
passionate about."

Emma started talking to
specialist toy suppliers.
"Through that I learned about

a massive trade toy show being
held at NEC Birmingham and
off I went. I took my mum with
me - she's perfect for chatting
to people! I came back with loads
of ideas and a real feel for the
toy business."
. At the same time Emma drew up

a business plan and went to her bank
manager for a loan.
"I know everyone says banks are
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A HOBBY IS
NOWAIOB
FOREMMA
FORCEDto give up work when her
daughter became poorly, Emma
Nicholls was desperate to find a
way to help make ends meet.
Having worked in the hotel industry

for years, the 38-year-old was struggling
to come up with an idea that would allow
her the flexibility she needed to care for
Harry; six, and Siena, four.
"Like so many mums I needed

something that would allow me to juggle
school runs, holidays and any sickness,"
says Emma. "Jobs and opportunities like
that are gold dust."
While racking her brains, Emma, from

Little Dunmow, Essex, decided to go
along to an NCTBumps & Babies group
session for parents.
''I'dworked part-time when Harry was

little and suddenly there I was, a
full-time mum and I didn't really
know anyone. The group allowed me to
make friends and with that came a
new confidence."
One of Emma's passions was to find

good-quality toys, many of them.
wooden, for her children, avoiding more
readily available toys from stores.
"I used to spend loads of time trying

to find the right toys for the children
and their friends.
"Myfriends were always asking

where I had got a certain toy
or game and I'd often end
up buying it for them. It
was becoming my area
of expertise.
"One day I was wandering

around a tiny; high-quality
toy shop when I realised that
I wanted, more than
anything, to set up something
very similar."
Using her new network of

friends, Emma did some market
research and found a gap in the
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